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Friday, Novem'ber 11. I 1983

.Veteran's Day

N.M. Remembers Servicemen
From Wire Reports

Veterans Day activities in New Mexico will include
the dedication at Roswell of a 7-foot high granite memorial commemorating Chaves County servicemen who
were killed in wars.
Other events to mark the day include a commemorative ceremony at the Vietnam Veterans National Memorial near Angel Fire and a ceremony at a downtown
Albuquerque park, both scheduled for.... today.
The ceremony at the Soldiers and Sailors Park in
downtown Albuquerque will be conducted at 9 a.m. by
the Duke City Civitan Club. Mayor Harry Kinney was
scheduled to speak at the event, while a color guard will
be provided by Army, Navy, Air Force and M11rine
· units from the· city.
·
The dedication at Roswell will begin at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday with a program of patriotic music by the band
from the New Mexico Military Institute, said Frank
Tracy, treasurer ·of the memorial committee.
The main speakers for the ceremony beginning at 10
a.m. will be Richard Rocco of Santa Fe, director of the
New Mexico Veterans Service Commission, and Lt.
Col. William Dalton of Holloman Air Force Base near

Alamogordo. Four jets from Holloman will fly over at
10:30 a.m.
District Judge Paul Snead of Roswell will perform the
actual dedication of the monument, a granite rock dedi~
cated, according to the inscription, ''in remembrance of
Chaves County veterans of all wars and military conflicts that have given the supreme sacrifice . . . ''
"This is a dream that has become a reality for us,"
said Tracy, who said the $3,500 cost of the monument
was raised through donations. "It was made possible by
the people of Chaves County.''
Wreaths will be laid on the new monument by several
individuals and groups, he said.
At the chapel near Angel Fire, the main address for
the ceremony beginning at 9 a.m. will be delivered by_
Chad Colley, national senior vice commander of the
Disabled American Veterans, which now owns and
operates the memorial.
Dr. Victor Westphall, who built the memorial to
commemorate the death of his son in the Vietnam War,
said a New Mexico Am1y National Guard unit from
Springer would post the colors during the ceremony,
who was expected to last about half an hour.
Westphall said the new temporary visitors' center
would be open for those attending the ceremonies.

Syrians. Fire on U.S. for First Time;
Marines, Moslems Exchange Gunfire
.._,

....... '
Alexandria King

Members of UNM's Air Force R.O. T.C. lower the flag on the
eve of Veteran's Day. (left front} Cadets Reed and Groves
fo/d·the flsg while Cadets Rothlisberger snd Thorne look on.

College May Reorganize
The creation of such a. department, dean David Colton said,
The death of University of New would provide for "development of
Mexico Secondary and Adult mid-school teacher-training prog~
Teacher Education department rams and consolidation of student
chairman Roderic Wagoner last teaching management functions.''
Another reorganization possibilmonth has prompted College of
Education officials to examine the ity would involve a linkage among
college's programs for a possible faculty members interested in various facets of family studies, adult
reorganization.
education and aging.
Ed Weber will remain as chairAlso under study is the possibility
man of the SATE department for the of closer ties with .the General Colrest of the semester while reorga- lege.
nization possibilities are examined. . These and other options, Colton
Weber assumed the position tempor- said, will be examined by a cortunitarily after Wagoner was found shot tee on College Goals and Govern•
to death in Newport Beach, Calif. ance, now being fonned. The comOct. 23.
mittee will review other areas within
the college as well as the SATE.
One reorganization possibility
under consideration is the creation
Names of committee-members
of a new department combining the have not yet been announced.
Elementary Education department
Colton declined to comment
· and the General Secondary Educa- further until reorganizational plans
tion programs.
have been finalized.

By Harrison Fletcher

BEIRUT, lebanon (UPI)- SyThe attack on the U.S. Tomcats
rian troops fired on U.S. reconnaiss- was the first time Syria said its
.Jlpcejet.~.ov~r L~banon foJ:.the.tJr~t ·forces.-:- rather than t.he Syriantime Thursday, raising the sj>ecter of backed militias that ring Beirut and
a direct American confrontation the Bekaa Valley- fired on the
with Damascus. None of the planes U.S. presence in Lebanon.
were hit.
None of the U.S. Navy F-14
Moslem gunmen again struck the Tomcats was hit and they safely reeastern portion of the Marine peace- turned to the nuclear-powered airkeeping base at Beirut airport fot craft carrier Eisenhower off the
two minutes, forcing troops to strike coast of Beirut.
back with M-16 rifle fire, Marine
But the incident heightened tenCapt. Wayne Jones said.
sion between the two nations in the
In another incident, two Israeli wake of the Oct. 23 bombing of the
jets drew antiaircraft fire over the Marine base in Beirut and a general
eastern Bekaa Valley on their return military mobilization in Syria.
from a reconnaissance flight over
U.S. officials have cited circumTripoli - scene of an eight-day stantial evidence of Syrian involvebattle between rival Palestinian fac- ment in the bombing that killed at
tions.
least 237 U.S. servicemen and
Palestinian rebels continued to vowed to retaliate once the culprits
pound Tripoli and its nearby refugee were identified.
camp of Beddawi as part of what
The F-14s have flown at least
PLO chief Yasser Arafat feared was three reconnaissance missions since
a prelude to a final blitz on his trap- the Oct. 23 bombing, and a U.S.
ped fighters.
.
spokesman in Beirut described them
Officials estimated 1,000 people as routine.
had been killed in the rebel drive to
Defense Secretary Caspar
expel Arafat from. his remaining Weinberger dismissed the incident
Lebanese stronghold and end his 14- as .. nothing special, nothing diffeyear reign over the Palestine Libera- rent than there was any other day. ''
tion Organization.
Syria said its gunners ''conThe Israeli jets were attacked near
where Israeli Kfir fighters last week
bombed suspected Palestinian bases
in reprisal for the killing of28 troops
in a suicide ttUck bombing of the
military headquarters in south
Lebanon.
By Steve Shoup

Chair Funding Sought

DA Refers Shooting Case
ALBUQUERQUE (OPI)- District Attorney Steve Schiff said
Thursday he will ask a grand jury to
detennine if a city police officer was
justified in the Aug. 27 fatal shooting of a suspected burglar.
Schiff said he expects the grand
jury to convene within the next 30
days to consider the case involving
Officer Richard Luna and suspect
Elizardo RomerQ, 35, of Albuquerque.
Luna was responding. to a silent
alarm at the Firefighters Hall in August when Romero was shot while
allegedly trying to flee the scene on a
. :•:IP9!Qr~y~l_!! 1

.'

Schiff said division in his office
over whether the case should be presented to a grand jury prompted him
to seek input trom Attorney General
Paul Bardacke.
Bardacke wrote Schiff this week
that •'As a matter of Jaw and prudent
policy . . . I agree with you that a
grand jury is the appropriate body to
determine'' whether there was
Hreasonable necessity" for the
Romero shooting.
Schiff, who agreed with that
assessment, said he has taken simi·
Jar action in two other cases.
He said the Luna·Romero case
turns orUhe issue ofa fourth shot the

fronted'' four Navy F·l4 Tom acts as
they flew over Syrian-held positions
at 7:35a.m. local time, but the Pentagon said only one pilot reported
what "appeared to be antiaircraft
fire.''
The Pentagon also denied a Syrian claim its gunners "forced'' the
U.S. jet out to sea, saying "the aircraft was in no danger and continued
its mission." .
In a statement, the Pentagon said
it could not determine exactly who
fired on the jets because "there are
so many factions involved'' in
Lebanon-.
Between 5,000 and 7,000 Soviet
perso~neJ are said to be in Syria,
mannmg advanced Soviet Sam-5
missile bases.
A U.S. naval battle group headed
by the aircraft carrier Independence
is approaching the eastern
Mediterranean to join the carriers
Eisenhower and Kennedy and the
battleship New Jersey off the
Lebanese coast.
MiJitary sources said the ship
movement was part of a. rotation of
naval forces, but it will raise to 30
the number of U.S. ships off
Lebanon.

officer fired, which has never been
recovered. He said the round probably was fired into the air as a warn-.
ing shot.
. BUt, he added, "lju_st don't think
that 'probably' is good enough. for
law enforcement."
Schiff said if the fourth shot could
be accounted for. it would be un·
necessary to present the case to the
grand jury.
He declined to discuss specifics in
the case for fear of jeopardizing the
grandjury'.s independent review, or
to affect the outcome of a pending
civil suit Romero's family has filed
a~ainst the police department.

Gov. Toney Anaya Thursday reaffirmed his commitment to seek
state funding for an endowed chair in microelectronics at the University of New Mexico.
Anaya said he Will request funds from the 1984 Legislature to
supplement the $300,000 appropriation· made Monday by the Albuquerque City CounciL A minimum of $750,000 is required to endow
an academic chair in UNM.
•
The University has set a goal of a $1.2 million endowment for the
chair in the College of Engineering, seeking city, state and private
funding. Anaya said the state may make up the difference between the
city's contribution and the final goal, about $900,000.
The city's contribution is contingent on state support.
Part of the reason for the creation of the chair is to attract electronics
firms to Albuquerque. Anaya said a California electronics firm is
considering locating in either San Antonio, Te,(as, or in Albuquerque.
Even if the microelectronics program at UNM does not attract the firm,
which would employ about I ,000 local people, the endowed chair is
"something we should do anyway," Anaya said.
The governor said he expects a decision on location from the firm in
"a matter of weeks, or even days."
•
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Wire Report

Conflicting Reports _

United Press
International
.
·- .

Grenada Deaths Debated Land-Grant Issue

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FISHERIES ...

You're Needed
AIIOverthe
World.
.Asl~

P11oce- Corps Fishe-ry volunte-e-rs why the- rural forme-rs of
Ne-pal, Zolr11 and Samoa ne-e-d the-m to he-lp Introduce fish pond
monogem<;?nt, and harvesting te-chnique-s, The-y'll tell you they
ore- he-lping ro incr11ose The world's food supply. And the-y'll tell
you the-y ore he-lping improve- the- die-rs and futur11s of p11opl11 In
de-V<11oplng notions. Asl~ th11m why Peace Corps Is the- roughe-st
job you'll e-ver love.

SENIORS/GRADS: Sign up for interview and pick un an application
now: CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE
Rep. on Campus: Tues.-Thurs.,
Nov.

15-17.

Visit the INFO BOOTH

in the s·runENT CENTER

PEACE CORPS
Engineers, Scientists,

and Other
Technical Professionals

UFE ISA

MULTIPLE CHOICE
TEST
Here are some of the answers,
The tests don~ stop when you gracliate. Some
of the hardest lie ahead. For Instance, haw to
launch vour career so that f!Nery year counts
as a big one In personal and professional
achlf!Nement. For a starter, try these questions
•. , and answers •..

1

"How can I start building a career
that's best tor me?•
Look for a company cammllted to growth which
has alread';' compiled an outstanding growth
record. Corporate growth stimulates personal
career growth. (BDM has grawn by more than
30,. per year for many years.)

2

"Why should I join a professional
seiVIces company?"
A modern professional services oompanyoffers
greater opportunity, greater diversity, greater
potential than most hardware manufacturers.

3

"What are the most promising career
tlelds?"
National defense, communications, energy,
the environment, and transportation come
qulckJV fo mind. (Not coincidentally, these are
the primary areas established for BDM growth
In the 1980's,)

Reagan's Tour of Japan Nears End
Children Outwit
Security Agents
TOKYO- Swarms of kinder·
garten children broke past security
agents at the Meiji Shrine Thursday
and captured President Reagan's
heart, delaying his departure for
talks with Japanese Prime Minister
Yasuhiro Nakasone.
In the northern Tokyo suburb of
Fussa, about 500 Japanese workers
burned an American flag and a portrait of Reagan near the giant U.S.
Yokota Air Base to protest the president's four-day state visit to Japan.
Officials said the demonstrators
skirmished with riot police but there
were no arrests.
About 150 tots, waving paper
U.S. and Japanese flags, wiggled
and charmed their way past agents
guarding the president and Mrs.
Reagan at the Meiji Shrine, named
after the emperor who forged Japan
into a world power.
"Arigato, arigato (thank you,
thank you)," Reagan told the children, bending over to shake their
tiny hands. The encounter with the
children delayed Reagan's departure
for a s~cond round of talks with
Nakasone.
Reagan was paying his respects at
the controversial shrine, regarded by
many Japanese as a rerninder of
Japan's warlike past. It is named for
Emperor Meiji, who turned Japan
into an industrial and military power
before he died in 1912.
Priests in white robes and high
pointed black hats of the Japanese
religion of Shinto presided over the
ceremonies and bowed deeply as the
president and Mrs. Reagan signed
the guest book.

Reagan Speech
For Partnership
TOKYO - President Reagan
raised his banner of "peace through
strength" today in a nation still
haunted by the devastation of World
War II and urged Japan to join the
United States in "a powerful partnership for good."
"We cannot prosper unless we
are secure and we cannot be secure
unless we are free. And we will not
succeed in any of these endeavors
unless Japan and Arnerica work in
harmony,'' Reagan told the
Japanese parliament.

His speech to the Diet - the first
by ao American president - came
near the end of a four-day state visit
and on the third day of talks between
Reagan and Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone, dealing primarily
with trade and economic policy,
Afterward, Reagan and his wife,
Nancy, arranged to fly by helicopter
to Nakasone's private mountain retreat for lunch.
The Reagans, who were guests at
a white·tie state banquet staged
Thursday in their honor by Emperor
Hirohito, are to travel to South
Korea Saturday and return to
Washington Monday,
Reagan used his speech to the
Diet to reinforce his earlier prediction of "a new era" in JapaneseAmerican affairs and to make a
forceful counter-attack on those who
contend .his stress on military might
is contrary to the goal of peace.
Standing in the only country rav·
aged by atomic bombs, Reagan reaf·
firmed his dedication to arms control
and said.
"Our dream is to sec the day when
nuclear weapons will be banished
from the face of this earth," he said.
Citing the hazards of' 'this imperfect and dangerous world," Reagan
said Japan and tl1e United Statesas the West's two greatest economic powers - must join forces to
promote freedom,
Although he conceded a "bleak
picture" for an arms agreement in
view of a Soviet threat to suspend the
Geneva arms talks if NATO deploys
new U.S. nuclear missiles in
Europe, Reagan vowed:
"I will not be deterred in my
!earch for a breakthrough. The United States will never walk away
from the negotiating table. Peace is
too important."

Demands of Heineken Kidnappers Met
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands- Authorities yielded
Thursday to a demand from the kidnappers of Freddie
Heineken for a news blackout following a threat to kill
the multimillionaire beer baron .if police did not halt
their investigation.
Heincken, 60, head of the brewery started by his
grandfather, was abducted along with his chauffeur
Wednesday evening by three hooded gunmen outside
his office in the heart of the city.
Brewery spokesman Robert Elfrink said a letter to
police in The Hague was the first communication from
the kidnappers.
"In the letter, the kidnappers demanded that no furth·
cr statements should be made to the media," he said.
"In the interests of the victims, Heincken and the
police have decided to accept the demand," Elfrink
said. "No further information can be released concern-

4

ing the timing or the content of the mess.agc,"
He said the kidnappers had promised to make contact
with Heineken Breweries and that the company was
willing to buy its chairman's release but declined to say
whether a mnsom was mentioned,
Earlier, in a tel phone call to the Roltcrrlam Algcmcen
Dagblad newspaper, a man claiming to represent the
kidnappers said Heineken and his chauffeur would be
killed if police did not irnmcdiately halt their search.
Police and company spokesmen declined comment on
the threat
Heincken was snatched by three hooded gunmen as
he walked to his car from his office overlooking the
120-year-old Heineken brewery. His chauffeur, Ab
Dodercr attempted to rescue his employer, but was hit
on the head and both were bundled into a truck.

Jewish Song Teach-In

"How can I avoid a deadend career?•
Choose a company dedicated to being out In
front of the changes. (Our clients hire BDM to
help them anticipate tomorrow ... so we must
stc.rv ahead,)
BDM offers: a company Iaroe enough for real
opportunity, but small enough so that you don't
become a number. Association wKh d pro·
fesslonalstaff wHh outstanding credentlols, A
thoughtlul, dynamic work environment. A
planned advancement program. A chance to
contribute to maJor national and International

Learn Hebrew Songs

Grad Students'
Full-Time
Status Changed
By Kristie Jones
Graduate students at the University of New Mexico will have to register for at least nine credit hours per
semester to be considered full-time
students, the Office of Graduate Stu·
dies said.

the figure could reach 80 dead,
"My sources indicate that the United States is deliberately disguising
its military losses in Grenada,"
Allen-Mills said.
Journalists working for the British
Broadcasting Corp. and another of
Britain' .s most respected daily news·
papers, The Guardian, filed detailed
dispatches backing their claims with
news of incidents previously unreported.
Journalists also said between 50
and 100 Grenadians died in the
U.S.-)ed invasion to rescue American students and overthrow a Marxist regime. Washington has officially reported the death of only 17
Grenadians in the accidental bombing of a mental hospital.
Pentagon spokesman Maj. Bob
Shields denied the reports and in
Tokyo, White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said, "I don't have
anything to indicate anything different from the 18 dead" reported by
the Pentagon. The BBC and the papers carried the U.S, denials in their
dispatches.
''Several serious incidents in
which Americans have died have
gone unreported, including a multiple helicopter crash at the Cubanbuilt airport of Point Salines," the
Telegraph's Allen·Mills said.

The Guardian offered a possible
explanation for the discrepancy in
figures noting the U.S. practice of
counting only those killed in direct
combat. Thus the helicopter accident would not figure in the Pentagon total.
·
The paper said the disclosures, if
proved correct, coulo be an embarrasment to President Reagan. "The
White House has been able to capitalize on the cheapness of the Grenadian operation in terms of lives lost
and equipment," The Guardian
said.
A witness saw one of four American Black Hawk helicopters flying
in formation swerve and collide.
Four Americans were killed and 22
injured.
BBC .correspondent Brian Barron
said Cuban fighters used surface·to·
air missiles and wireguided anti·
tank weapons to devastating effect
against American helicopters.
Between 12 and 20 helicopters
were lost, Barron said. The Guar·
dian carried an identical figure, It
based its dispatch on sources in the
Caribbean security commission.
Four membr.rs of the U.S. Special
Forces drowned when theirboat was
swamped as they prepared to land
and rescue Governor General Sir
Paul Scoon, the Telegraph said.

Solved for Branch

By George E. Gorospe

primarily been rooted in the proper distribution of the money from
The proposed construction site the land sale and not the legality
of the new University of New of the the origina! transaction.
Mexico Valencia Branch College
"As far as l know there has
is in no immediate danger of
being lost because of questions only been one claim based on the
raised by the foi1Jier owners of legality of the sale of the land
the land, said Vernon Salvadore, grant, and that has been dropped.
the Special Master named by the The 1978 challenge did not
oppose the sale, which was I 0
courts to hear heir claims.
years old by that time. Whether
The 145-acre proposed site lo- the legality of the sale should or
cated midway between Los ~hould not have been cl]allcnged
Lunas and Belen is part of the IS an open question, but it now
Tome Land Grant which 280 becomes a question of time, beheirs, named in a 1952 State Sup· cause the court is not about .to
reme Court decision, sold to alter the seller-buyer relaHorizon Corporation, a land de- tionship," Salvadore said.
velopment company, in 1968 for
The current issues in the case,
$4.7 million. Horizon then don·
ated 154 acres to the Valley Im- Salvadore said, arc the deterprovement Association, which in mination of the number oflegititum donated the land for usc as matc heirs - which now stands
at about 3.,800- who have been
the new branch site.
certified, and whether !he originThe court reversed itself in al280 heirs will have to pay back
1978 by allowing the considera- some of the money they received
tion of an additional 10,000 heir from the original $712,000 down
claims. The resulting litigation payment and the $22,000 monthby the Tome Land Grant heirs has ly payments received since 1968.

Peter Ciurczak, associate dean of
graduate studies, said the old policy
was to have students enroll for nine
hours per semester until 18 hours
were completed, and then students
could register for three to six credit
hours and retain full-time status.

1
f
~·

I

"However, federal policy says
that graduate students must be registered for nine hours every semester
to be considered full-time for finan·
cial aid," Ciurczak said. "The new
policy is nine credit hours every
semester.''
"Much of the confusion comes
from a misprint in this fall's schedule," said Assistant Rcgisistrar
Maureen Miller. ''It says that graduate students enrolled in 3·12 hours
are full time students.'' Miller said
she would give graduate students
with part time validation labels full
time stickers to counteract the error.
karen Canfield, a gmduatc stU·
dent at UNM, said that having a part·
time label is "a problem. We can't
usc the health center or check out
books from the library, and financial
aid loans must be paid back.''
"Some students have said they've
had problems wth working out nine
hours of dissertation time with their
professors," Ciurczaksaid. "If they
go and talk to the faculty and tell
them the situation, there shouldn't
be any problem." He added that the
cost is the same for three or nine
credit hours.

tloor==

ALIVE SHE CRIED

Graduate students with «Ssis·
tantships are considered full-tirnc if
<"nrolled with six credit hmrrs,
Ciu'rczak concluded.

fncludt'.l Glori.,

LCM! M" Twe r.mt~s
llHI~ Ri!od Roosit'!'
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Have you ever wanted to add to your
repertoire of Jewish Songs?

$5.99

Come Join Us!

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

$5.99

·.

$5.99

ALL ACCESSORIES 10% OFF!

Saturday, November 12, 8pm

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

We're looking for people wnh (or about to
receive) graduate degrees (EE, Physics,
Computer Science) who eon anafvze and
solve problems. If that sounds like vou, sign up
at your College Placement Office TodoV. Or
send vour resume to College Relations Coor·
dlnator, BDM lntematlonOI, Inc., 1801 Randolph
Rood, S,E,, AlbUquerque, NM 87106.
Ari equal opportunity emplovet,
U.S. cHizenshlp Is required.
.

The children, in blue school uni·
forms, greeted the president, and six
of them in colorful kimono~ gave
him a "gift of good omen" - a
placard inscribed with good wishes.
Mrs. Reagan, wearing a bright
red dress, stooped to shake hands
with the youngsters and exclaimed,
"Wonderful, how pretty."
Despite a cold rain, the Japanese
organized a colorful exhibition of
the 7th Century martial art of "yabusame" - .archery on horseback for Reagan's visit to ihc park-like
shrine grounds in central Tokyo.
The Reagans watched in awe as
horsemen wearing multicolored
Samurai costumes shot arrows at
straw figures while galloping at full
speed.
Once performed only by courtiers
and imperial guards, yabusame is
now staged annually on Nov. 3 by
their descendants. The event was
restaged in Reagan's honor.
Afterward, the president, an avid
horseman himself, chatted with the
performers, using Crown Prince
Akihito as an interpreter.

LONDON (UPI) - British reporters Thursday challenged
Washington's account of military
losses in Grenada, saying 42 America.ns died in the invasion of the
Caribbean island -more than
twice the official figure issued by the
Pentagon.
The United States may have lost
between 12 and 20 helicopters, not
four .as officially reported, the journalists said.
·
"Although United States spokesmen admit to only 18 Americans killed in action, I am told thatat.Ieast42
have been killed since they came
ashore on Oct. 25," Tony AllenMills wrote in The Daily Telegraph,
citing ''impeccable sour~es'' on the
island. "My sources say that with
many more men seriously wounded,

MAXELL UDXL-I'S & II'S C-90'S $2.99!

with Rabbi Chairn I. Drizin
I NOWAT

~.JJIGIPUIN
EDUCAnONALCENTER

Chabad House. 1801 Sigma ChiNE

. . . . . . . . . . . . .·. . .Bnm..... .... . . . . . . . . . . .

(south of Lomas between University and Ycle)

Refreshments Served

$2.00 adults, $1.00 children

Tesl Prepsratlbti. Specialists
Slhce 1938
For Information, Pl_easri Call:

265·2524
Ask about our
Speed Reading
Program

NOVEMBER
11TH & 12TH
10-9 FRIDAY
10-8 SATURDAY

2906 EUBANK NE
293-8882

Tapes and Records

222 CENTRAL AVE. SE
25~·2225
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Letters

Foru01

I

--Commentary--

I

Bigotry Most Heinous Crime

Passion Shared

I

Editor:

I'

I

l,

By Jim Anaya
Editor's Note; Jim Anaya is a UNM alumnus who recently visited
Central America. This is the last in a weekly seriet> of columns that
have appeared on the Forum page.
"The people of Nicaragua were trampled by Somoza," reminisced
Juan Francisco, "Somoza owned or controlled almost everything and
did nothing to help the poor and illiterate masses. Instead he man·
aged the country to serve the interests of the power elite and the
United States.
MOOSE
"We decided to do something about this tyr(lnt Yankee puppet and
MOOSE? TillS IS EDDIE.
his terrorizing national guard/' he continued. "Now our people are
WHAT 110 YtiiJ SAY W£ MEET
TH_E ~lllRIIRY?
learning to read, and the campesinos (peasants) share in the profits of
AT THE LlllMAY AND &0
I<IHY NOT,
OVEII
II
FfW
CAI.CULIJS
their labor."
PIIOIILF.MS,
Juan Francisco, himselffrom a poor campesinofamily, spoke from
the point of view of one who had experienced the widely recognized
depravation of hum11n rights and necessities imposed by the Somoza
regime, and who had participated in the armed revolt that led to that
regime's overthrow in 1979. Yet many would overlook his comments
tor their substantive validity as indicative of the roots of a legitimate
revolutionary process and, noting their anti-U.S. flavor, pass them off
as derivative of "communist" influence.
This disposition toward labeling as "communist," and hence reproachable, the revolutionary idealism that often cuts against tradi·
tional U.S. interests has surfaced time and again throughout recent
history, shaping U.S. interventionist policy into a self-fulfilling para·
nola.
·
The most blatant exampleofthis phenomenon is the Vietnam saga.
U.S. policymakers superimposed a perceptual grid of cold war cate·
gories upon the nationalistic origins ofHo Chi Minh's insurgency. The
popular revolt against Western colonialism was viewed as a chapter
in the Soviet conquest ofthe Pacific, despite friendly overtures by Ho
Chi Minh toward the United States. One must seriously question what
course history would have taken if the United States had responded
favorably to these overtures.
Over 30 years have passed since the United States initiated its
efforts to stamp. out the insurgency in Vietnam, and the U.S. govern- By Farrell Brody
ment, in fashioning its policy in Central America, continues to labor
There are times when blind patriotism can be
with the same disregard for the .origins of revolutionary impulse,
false and self-destructive. I believe that this is one
A prominent, conservative Salvadoran attorney recently said, of those times. I am an American who believes that
"With all the· poverty and social injustice in (EI Salvador) it's no there are many wonderful things in this country as
wonder people are rebelling against the existing government." The well as innumerable good people. I do not believe,
U.S. government, however, regards the conflicts in that country as if though, that the present ·government represents
one. day a significant part oft he population decided to turn "commun- the highest form of American patriotism.
ist" and join the Soviet's attempt to take over the world.
. .. We, as Americans, need to stand up for a
. With the same faulty vision, the U.S. government rejects the legi- different kind of patria, and to oppose thefalseand
timacy of the. Nicaraguan revolution, whose triumph was founded in destructive mentality and actions of the Reagan
the broad-based support of the people. U.S. policymakers ignore the administration.
fact that the revolution was brought on by decades of discontent
among people with simple needs and wants, and has rebuffed efforts
Almost all of us would agree that when the
German people blindly followed the Nazi governby the Nicaraguan government to establish friendly relations.
Characteristically, the U.S. government has justified its attempts to ment, the results were extremely tragic. I am also
destabilize the Nicaraguan revolutionary process through military more than old enough to remember the Vietnam
and economic means with reasoning based on cold war precepts, War, what it did to our society, and how many
This justification is preferred despite the Nicaraguan government's young people died or were seriously wounded
pronouncements of a policy of non-alignment and steps toward in- during that conflict.
It does not seem to me that we were threatened
corporating all ideologies in its mechanism.
In light of destabilization efforts by the United States, it comes as no by Grenada. Rather, the invasion served the
surprise that relations between Nicaragua and the Soviet Bloc streng· Reagan administration in two especially signifi·
then and that the elements within Nicaragua that are inherently pre- cant ways: It broke the psychological mind-set
disposed to sympathizing with the Soviets wield increasing power. It which has been c_alledthe "Vietnam syndrome"_
would appear a more logical course for the United States to extend that is, that the American people were very relucthe hand offriendship, giving the Nicaraguan government a chance at tant to intervene directly (militarily) in another
living out its intended non-alignment and democracy,· rather than country; and it established the groundwork upon
provide a mech~nism whereby the fear of increasing Soviet influence which the administration could proceed with
becomes a reality.
..
.
• much larger such actions particularly against
The cold wartragedy of errors about to be relived by Amencans, Nicaragua
'
this time in Central America, can be avoided. The first step is for U.S.
·
policymakers to recognize thatthe passion for fundamental humanisThis policy of armed intervention "worked'' in
tfc ideals responsible for revolutionary movements there is essential· Grenada.lthinkthat Grenada was chosen because
ly the same passion that undergirded the evolution of the United the risk of defeat was minimal. As more and more
States.
evidence mounts, it becomes clear that the admi·
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Peace Best Form of Patriotism·
nistration's stated reasons for the invasion are
very questionable.
But the action was more than illegal. (ltviolates,
among other agreements, the United Nations
Charter and the Articles of the Organization of
American States.) It establishes aggression as the
principal instrument of U.S. foreign policy
whenever the government decides to give up on
diplomacy and cooperation. In these times, with
the terrible threat of a nuclear holocaust hanging
over all our heads, such a policy of "imperial presence" threatens us all.
True patriotism requires respect for the patriot·
ism of others. The sending of troops all over the
world will involve the United States in a new and
even more horrible quagmire than that of Vietnam. Witness the loss of life of young Americans
in Lebanon.
The higher form of patriotism Americans can
manifest at this moment is to belLeve in and promote peace, and to call for respect for the self·
determination of all peoples in the world.
But that is not enough. We must back up our
beliefs witli our actions- we cannot destroy for
peace, bomb for peace, nor invade for peace.
These are acts of war, and the president is lying to
us if he tells us differently. The tragic victims of
these lies and these wars will be young Americans
and people around the world whose primary in·
tentions are the same as ours- the right to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
Americans who disagree with the actions of the
Reagan administration are not "traitors." They are
the real patriots who stand forthe best of America.
They can be proud of themselves. Someday they
shall overcome, and the United States will be a
truly great and respected country.

"I

I!
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I am in whole-hearted agree·
ment with Michael A. Gallegos'
letter of Oct. H!, In which he
stated his "observance of .pre·
judice and discrimination that
exists at the University of New
Mexico"- and nobody seems
to be doing anything about itl

... The voice of bigotry is the
voice of a festering maggot in the
brain. It is the voice of hate, of
murder, Of all that is rotten in the
human character. It is a form of
insanity whe.ther momentary or
permanent. If there were a judg·
ment day and a list of crimes
needing atonement, the bigotry
of racial hatred in all its forms

Staffer Helps in Journey ·
Editor:
As most gradi.Y<lte students will attest, many problems arise which
stand in the way of achieving their academic goal of getting 110
advanced degree, The challenges are numerous and at times appear
impossible to meet.
In the Counseling Education Department we have an advantage
over other departments because we have a secretary who is both
knowledgeable and understanding. She is not afraid to get involved
with the students and their problems, and she is always there to listen
and to guide them when they need her.
I am, of course, referring to Jeannie Torres, without whom many of
us would have no recourse but to struggle through a confusing
journey alone.
Jeannie is one of a kind- a strong, unselfish, dedicated person
who truly deserves recognition for her efforts.

High Tech at Art's Cost

would lead all the rest as the
most heinous of crimes.
... Mr. Gallegos appears to
be a most intelligent and sensi·
live individual, and I am hoping
with all my heart that he .succeeds In whatever he undertakes
in life. He is most assuredly a
great asset to our society, such
as it is.
"Supervisors," "administrators" and those who are in control of people will inevitably say
that they do not want anyone to
make waves. Well, I say that ifthe
ship is in need of repair, fix it
before it sinks!

E;dltor:
It is not enough that art in the public must undergo increasing
vandalism, e.g. the repeated attacks on the plaster figure in
front of the Crafts Annex, but this abuse will soon extend to the
classrooms, studios and facilities housed in the Crafts Annex
and Parsons Hall. They are scheduled to be razed to make way
forthe new Engineering Library.
I understand that high technology will expand the economic
base of New Mexico, but, as (UNM) Art Department Chairman
Garo Antresian pointed out in an Albuqi,J<~rque Journ~l article,
the potential for the arts and crafts segment ofthe population to
enrich the state economically and aesthetically is tremendo.us.
Advanced work in engineering and art have much in common; both are not easily understood by most but the end result
may benefit many.
waIt er T. Bor ders

Lee Reilich

YOUR BSN IS WORTHAM
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.

Margaret King

Reorganization Possible

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full~fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

Editor:
Hector Lopez, as quoted in "Conference Gives Christian Response
to Issue of Illegal Immigrants' .Rights" (Nov. 1), fails to grasp the
revolutionary nature of the anti-nuclear war movement.
If the anti-nukes win, a self-conscious world will actually avert a
general nuclear war and negotiate a permanent end to the nuclear
arms race. The world that can do that will be a radically reorganized
world with new patterns of thinking, new analyses, new coalitions,
new methods and new predecents. It Will be a world that could end
war itself.
If the anti-nukes lose, Mr. Lopez's issue will be as dead as the rest.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE AI LYOU UN BE.

Barbara Francis

WHEN THE GATHERING IS LARGE ...

lh barrel

Y-1 barrel
18.95
21.95
18.95
18.95
21.95
18.95

Budweiser
Michelob
Schlitz
Miller & Miller Lite
Lowenbrau
Coors & Coors Light

34.95
39.95
34.95
34.95
43.95
34.95

Keg Beer Available at the
Following Locations:
Lomas & 12th
Yale & Stadium
Central & Solano
Montgomery & Carlisle
Cooper & Tramway
Candelaria & Carlisle
Central & Western Skies
Montgomery & Pennsylvania
San Pedro & Constilnlion

Plus Deposit
and tax
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A Look Back to Explorer Coronado's Stay in N.M.
Jt was getting cold and the north
wind hinted that winter was fast
approaching when Spanish explorer
Francisco Vasquez de Corom1d0
first reached the Rio Grande in

!540.

Detour
By Rod Martinez
-

Twelve Tiwa lndian villages lay
bclorc him: srrcad out over the val·
Icy from what is now Bernali_llo
south to Isleta. lt:wns a breatll-takm_g
view, and the explorers dcc.idcd thJs
valley was where they would spend
t]Jc wint~.r,
Kuaua, which means evergreen in
Tiwa, was one of these villages, and
dated back to at least the 1300s. It
was a pueblo of over 1,200 rooms up
to four stories high. The rooms surrounded two large plazas, containing six ceremonial kivas, lt was a
highly organized community.

Being located on the west bank of
the river near Bernalillo, the lndians
had a perfect view of the Rio Grande
and the Sandias. Along the fertile
banks they grew corn, beans, squash
and tobacco. To sqpplcment this
diet, they hunted for deer and wild
turkeys. They <~re said to have been
friendly and quite peaceful.
When Coronado an·ived in the
Rio Grande valley, be had been searching for the fabled Seven Cities of
Gold, but decided to call off the
search with the onset. of colder
weather and set up winter quarters.
While it is not certain at which pueblo he stayed, Kuaua was on the north
side and easily defendable, and
scholars speculate that he probably
stayed there.
"Alcnnfor" is the name he gave
his camp ,,ner driving the friendly
Indians away. Hostilities result~d,
and Coronado easily put down the
uprising. He ordered l 00 of the Indians burned at the stake and l 00 more
were killed as they tried to get away.

PIZZA IS OUR SPEC/ALIT
Free Delivery

TONY'S PIZZERIA&. DELl
2901 Monte VIsta N.E.
(Girard &. Central at the Triangle)

~~~~;;;,.-

265-2266
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
Pizza (with Tony's special touch)
Italian Burrito Calzone
Subs Steak Sandwich

Full Funding
Applied For

Rod Manlnez.

The ruins of Kuaua, a village that dates to the 1300s, at Coronado State Park near Bernalillo.

I·

For the next year and a half, Coronado sent out scouting parties. They
extended their searches all the way
to what .is now Kansas, but found no
trace of the Seven Cities of Gold.
After falling from his horse and
breaking his leg, Coronado decided
to leave the area and return to Mex·
ico City. The main goal of finding
mineral riches had not become a
reality and his exploration was
termed a failure. Little did he know
then that his trip had opened up a
vast area for future settlement.
In the meantime, the Indians of
"Alcanfor" returned to their pueb-

one man.
one dream.
one race.
One chance to prove
he wasn't a quitter.

lo, but by that time the Spanish were
again in the area.· In 1598 it was
abandoned forever.
Today. nobody really knows why
the Indians left or whether Coronado's "Alcanfor" was the same place
as Kuaua. Many people assume that
they are the same place, and this
assumption was the basis for estab·
lishing the Coronado State Monument.
What one sees today is only half
of what was once Kuaua; the rest is
undeveloped and located on Indian
land to the north.
One of the most exciting finds at
the pueblo was the Painted Kiva,
which is square and had some 85
layers of adobe plaster on the walls.
Seventeen of these layers had
painted figures and symbols,
One may enter this underground

kiva and find that it has been restored
with replicas of some of the original
paintings, A small museum at the
monument contains some of the ori·
gina] paintings and artifacts found at
Kuaua.
Another interesting discovery in
this area was an old Spanish hacienda, which used to be where the picnic and camping grounds are now
located,just south of the monument.
In nearby downtown Bernalillo, a
large kiva and old Spanish
graveyard were also unearthed and
studied. Ancient .Pueblo ruins have
been found all along the bank of the
Rio Grande near here.
Visitors to the Coronado State
Monument at this time of the year
will feel the same cold north wind
that Coronado felt 443 years ago,
prompting him to prepare for winter.

Members of the Faculty Representation Association discus.
sed plaiJs for the upcoming state
Legislature and the circulation of
petitions asking state government
to deal with educational issues
Thursday.
Jan.e Slaughter, FRA vicepresident, said th<.' association
discussed organizing a subcommittee to send representatives to
the Legislature in January. Salary
for University employees is stili a
"primary interest" of the association, Slaughter said,
A seven-point petition drawn
up by a coalition of the associa·
tion,students and unions is being
circulated statewide, Slaughter
said. The petition asks state government to restore full formula
funding to the University, restore
full Land and Pennanent Funds
monies, give a two-step pay raise
to all University employees, increase state funding of academic
scholarships and improve retirenJcnt and insurance benefits for
employees.
The pe~ition also asks the de-·
velopment of education in the
state be coordinated with economic growth and that taxes be
raised as necessary to support
these programs.
Slaughter said the petitions
will be sent to the governor and
members of the Legislature in
December.
Over 200 faculty members are
currently involved in FRA,

Alexandria Kin.9

Ron, a local vendor who sells his handmade headwork on
various college campuses; patiently molds a new piece of
jewlery in the early morning sun.

Take Charge At 22.

Hispanic Mental Health Problems
To Be Addressed in Conference
A conference concerning hispanic
mental health problems arising from
differences in culture will be held
this Friday and Saturday at the Marriot Hotel.
The conference, which will last
two days, is entitled "Ethnicity
Aculturation and Mental Health
Among Hispanics" and counts as
1.1 continuing education credits.
It is being co-sponsored by the
Spanish Speaking Mental Heallh
Research Center at the University of
California at Los Angeles and the .

department of Psychiatry at the University of New Mexico, in association with the the New Mexico Chicano Mental Health Task Force and the
New Mexico Association of Cotnmuni!y Mental Health Agencies.
About 20 professionals from
health related fields are expected to
speak at the seminar.
Registration is at 8 a.m. Friday at
the hoteL The opening addresses
will begin at 8:45 a.m. in the Main
Salon. Registration fees arc $50 for
professionals and $25 for students.

UNM Philosophy Club Presents
Guest Lecturer on Mathematics
The Philosophy Club will meet at
3:30 p.m. today in the Philosophy
Library on fifth t1oorofthe Humanities Building, with guest lecturer Dr.
Thomas Tymoczko speaking on
"Models of Mathematics."
Tymoczko is a visiting professor

from the Smith College Philosophy
Department.
Refreshments will be served be·
fore the lecture at 3 p.m. in the Philosophy Lounge. The Philosophy
Club meets every Friday, with a
different speaker each week, Everyone is invited.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal·
22 you can be a leader.
Ienge and a lot more
After just 16 weeks
responsibility than
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision·making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it. salary is $17,000-more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared After four years, with regular promo•
to making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp. Instead, you receive professional
have increased to as much as $31,000.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
and new opportunities
;;;\"v'Yo;PoRT'um'l:Y-:;:
~f11
This training is
INFORMATION CENTER
I to advance your edu·
I P.O.
Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
designed to instill
cation, including the
J
Cl
I'nt
ready
to
take
charge.
%11
tile
more
about
I
confidence by firstpossibility of attending
the Navy's officer programs.
{00) I
hand experience. You I
graduate school while
NamL-~"'-.---.m==~~--~~--1Ple!!&e 11rint)
Lalli
I you're in the Navy.
learn by doing. On
1 Address Fff'ilt
Apt. #·~-your first sea tour,
Don't just take a
1 City
StatZ:i~ I
you're responsible for J Age
_ tCollege/University.
I job. Become a Navy
officer, and take charge.
managing the work of
:J;Year In Coli~
•OP·"---------I Even at 22.
up to 30 men and the 1AMajor/MJnor-
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STARtS TODAY!

UNM Observatory wllf be·open Fridays from 7 to 9
p.m. If the W~!ather l.!l clear, Admission is free,
Children must be_ accompanied by an ildtdt. More
Information is ayailabieat277·433S.

ROBBY BENSON

UNM Cheu Cfub will-meet at6 p.m. Mondays lind
Fridays i_n NM Union, Room 2.u.:e. More In·
formation is available at 242-6624.

R""· "''"'""'"U"""'"'"N . . . .
Today' s Events
Arilerlcan N'lidearSocleiy will rn~:et at4 p.m. to·da)f
in-Parris Engineering Center ROotti 303. AJIInlercsted
students are welcome. More Jnformatioli is available
at 27?·5491,
tniemationli Center will -hold an open l10USc from
6 p_.m. today, RcfreshincnH Will be strved,
More inform~lion Is availabJe at 277-5927,

~do to

ENGLANDER PRODUCTIONS In Association With THE ERMINESKIN BAND Presents.ROBBY BENSON "RUNNING BRAVE"
PA I HINGLE ClAUDIA CRON JEFF McCRACKEN Music by MIKE POST Written by HENRY BEAN and SHIRL HENDRYX
Produced by IRA ENGLANDER Associate Producer MAURICE WOLFE Directed byO.S. EVERETT Q.~\~.~~~.':':.~~.'."r·
LOior by Medallion film laborltones, Toronto Lenses and ianallex® Camera by Panavision" PG PAR!H~loUIIi.IJ!i:!S~~sn_n~J
Released by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO., INC. 0>/9B3 lNGLANOER PRODUCTIONS INC.
"""w"'"' "'' '"' uo."g'""~~""®
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Winrock 2
201 Wlnrock Center 883-8022

1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30

Phi kappa Phi will meet at. 4 p.m. today In the Fine
-Arts CentCr ·Oteeti Jtoom to present HOntit Roll
ccrtlficates- to eight UNM studeilts who were freshmen laslyCar,

PhilOsophy- Chib wi!J present 11 talk by Dr. "Thomas
'rymoeiko of the Smith College ·philOsophy depar-lment on "Model! of MathematiCS'' at 3:30 p.tii.
tdday in the Philosophy Department Library.
hefreshmeQIS will be .served at ·3 p,m. 'hl the
Phl!osophy LOunge.
UNM Thl!11.ter Arb O~paHnient will preseNt the
rrc"llceled Works- of Dilly the l<id" at __g jj.m. today
artd Saturday ln the Cxpcrlrttenutl Theater. Mote
intormadon Is avallableat-277-3501.

Guitar Players will hold a guitar workshop at 3
p,m. Fridays in the Alvarado Hall recreation room
for _gililnrlsts who want to trade tecbniqucs: and
music. More Information is aVailable at 277•3 f89.

Add passion to
your punch with
Everclear 190 proof
grain alcohoL

""'· ,.,.;

··-----··---------------·
EVERCUIR
I· SHIRT OffER
i~ ~lfl:l."l lt 51:J~.otple w1th :ed ahd While tvtnct.E:M lOg¢

IIIJ .,.15 tlealf!se!ldme~:.c;'.-:--Y ._s .. M __ L___ xt.

N1rcotK:s Anonymous will hold Its ••we Gare''·
group tnecdng at 8 p.m. Frlda)'_s at lovelaCc/Batlian
Hosphaf, back dinlrtg room, 5400 Gibson S.E. Open
to the jiUblic,

AlcOholics Anonymous will hold a opCn meeting
for wom_cn at noon Frlda~s at ·the Women's: Center,
More in(ormatfon b available by cal.ling Naiicy at
255-8812.

This Weekend's Events

service~

-

~-··-

5t!l\t!l1Ut!IT6

Ncrme•---------------

in

d1C Alumni Chnpill at 10 a.m·. everySui1dny motnlng,

Morelntormadon lsnvallableat247•9999.
The. UNM f'oUc bancers will g\ve lntt!rrlo~ior:ial folk
dancing cla.,s~ at 6_:30 fl.m. Sunda)IS at 82l Duena
VIstaS. B. More In formation fs available at 29j.J490.

£~gT~alUII.'•--------------

..........................
..,,.._,~'-U-I<':.,.PJ.'!IH~.~1t*)j0ntl"!"'!o'i,o,.~l:;-""ijof<IOI

'''"""' 'n~ n

a'""' 1'1' ...,."!

Phone Number:

-

(Af(!a Code!
Best TimE! to Call
(_or gt'nt!ra'l f<C"Cruitrrumt.iniOrmiltiOtJ. You d.0 not hav···to_ rut·
nfsh -any of the in.formatlcn1 requested. Ot couni:!,. thn more we
know, the mOre \l.-e catl help to -dcterlillt1c th[! kinds of Navy posi•
tiOnS fli~-~hiell. you qilAiify.
_
_
_ __

Thia

f.
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Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.

CltySkt!P."·--~---'''---

New Mc:tlco Ltcros.sf Club will meet al 9 a.m.
Saturdays and Sundays at the sotu1Jelist comet of
Johnson Field. EveryOhe IS welcome.
Mannalhl Chrfsllan Ceilltr will hold

I
I
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Arts

UNM Professor Master of Classical, Spanish Guitar
tion of distinguished composer
Eduardo Saborit, who became his
first music teacher.
At the age of 12, Garcia com·
menced his conservatory training.
Later, he studied under the internationally renowned Cubun guitarist
Fela Gonzales Rubicra.
After graduating from Havana's
Pyrellade Conservatory, where he
received his master's degrees in
guitar and music, Garcia accepted
an invitation to join the faculty.
In I 960, Garcia fled Cuba, abandoning his flourishing career as a
concert artist in protest against Fidel
Castro's forced nationalization of
music. He was to return as a soldier

By .Jegot Ortega y McKenzie
Albuquerque has become one of
the world's centers for classical
guitar and Maestro Hector Garcia is
its principal.
Garcia was born in Havana in
l 930, the only son of a non-musical
family, but by the age of 8 he was
already playing his first guitar.
Three years later, Garcia began
his formal self-teaching in music
history, theory and harmony. Garcia's precocity attracted the atten-

:. CONCEPTIONS

=
fi

in the ill-fated Bay of Pigs invasion
troops.
Later, Garcia was captured, tried
and sentenced to 30 years imprisonment. He spent 21 months in Havana's infamous Casti!Io del Principe
prison where, although deprived of
any musical instruments, he composed sonata~, concertos, quartets
and musical settings to the songs of
his fellow-inmates. To keep up the

morale of the prisoners, he organized a choir and .conducted an
"orchestra" of such instruments as
could be improvised frmn tin cans,
bottles and cigar boxes.
In December of 1962, Garcia's
ransom was affected and shortly
thereafter he and his "orchestra"
won the hearts of millions of North
Americans by singing and playing
on the Ed Sullivan Show.

In 1963, Garcia moved to Albuquerque and a year l~ter traveled to
Barcelona, Spain, to study with the
prestigious and celebrated composer-guitari~t Emilio Pujol.
In J 967, Garcia joined the faculty
of the University of New Mexico
when the chair in classical guitar
was established. Since then, he has

continued on page 9
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Abner's (9800 Montgomery ,N.E,) -Sunrise
EKpress.
Blj~ VRlley (8904
M;enaul N.E.)- Babe
_Ruthless.
Bogart's (Montgo_mery Plaza) ,_.Walter Pigeon
(upsto.li'.s): Breakers(downstalrs),
Car111van East (7605 Cenual N.E.) - Back to

Back (dudng ht:~PPY hour); Whisky River.
CheiRa Street Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
CenterN.'E.)- Dave Evans,
CooperaJt (7220 L!}iTias Blvd. N,E,)- David

Silverman,
Cowboys (3301 Juan Tabo N.E,) ·Three Legged
Willie.
Danbl's .(~900 Coors N.W,)- Linda Colton
and Street Life.
Friar's NOrlh (44Hi Wyoming N.E.) ·-Sassy
J'ones,
Friar's Pub (6825 Lomas N.E.)- Fa~ to fate.
Huoai'Y Bea~ (l200 Wyoming Blvd
N',E,)- Driver.
Pallmlno Club (2900 Coors Blvd. N_,E,)- FUll
Circle (during: happy hour): Valentino and
Shahana Express.
Senor Buckels (4100 flan Mateo Lane
N.E.)- Shak!:!rs,

Shughneu,.•s
(Academy
and
Wyomin8)- Str!dl:!rz.
Smuagler's Con (Eubank, south of
Menaul) - Detp Gold.
Shal1kO Inn (12901 Lomas N.E.)- Cnnela
(Latin dance).
Tile Wine Cellar (Fair Plaza_ Shopping Cenler,
Lomas and San Pedro)- Freddie Cha\•ez.

New Program

Theater Department Recruits
By Holly Jaycox
A group of drama, dauce, .television and film.students
will visit Albuquerque high schools this semester to
recruit new students for the University of New Mexico
theater arts department.
Susan Pearson-Davis, a drama instructor and coordi,
nator of this program, said she came up with the idea at
the beginning of the fall semester this year. She said the
group hopes to visit t!Je high schools before the department holds its January scholarship auditions.
"We were. bothered that so few freshmen auditioned
for the scholarships in the past," Pearson-Davis ex"
plained. "We hope that this program will inform more
students of the availability of this money.''
The 40-minute program consists of a presentation
from each area of the department, Pearson-Davis said.

The UNM students talk about their majors, then per·
form. a scene from a play, a dance and show a film made
by a film student, slides of technical theater and a
videotape about television production.
Pearson-Davis said the UNM group will vis.it schools
with strong drama departments like Sandia, Cibola and
Eldorado, to recruit those talented students who might
otherwise go out of state.
Each area in the theater arts department chose its own
representatives, who worked on the program in their
spare time. Pearson-Davis said the program may be
changed after they learn what high school students are
receptive to.
The test of whether or not the project is successful
will come in January at the auditions and next fall when
the new freshmen arrive.

continued from page 8

Lolita - Dort Pancho's: 2;30, 7 (Sunda>"); 7
(Mo11day and Tuesday}.
Never Cr;• Wolf- Coronado: I, J:iO, St IS,

generated a high degree ofintercst in
the field.

7:40, 9:45.

Never Say Never Again - Wyoming: J2, :2:30,
S, 7:30J 10. M Plaza: 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30,
Paths of Glory- Don Pancho's: 9:I5 (Wed·

nesday and Thursday).
The Pom Pom Girls- SUD Cinema: 7, 9:30
(Thursqay},
Return of the Jed/- Cinema East~ 71 9:30
(weekday~); I, 4, 7, 9;30 (Saturday and Sunday),
Rlclwd PrYor Here aiJd Now - Lobot 1:30,
9:30 {"eekdays); I;30, 3:30, $:30, 7;30, 9:30
(Saturday and Sund_ay), Far Nortll: l, 5:20, 9:40.
The Right Stuff- Coronado: 1, 4:30, 8.
Rumbk FIJh- M Plazat 1<30,3;30, 5:30,7:30,
9:30.
Runnfng Brave- Far North/\~inrock: 1:30,
3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30.
1heShlnnlnt- Don Pancho;s: 9~15 (Friday): 4,
9;15 (Saturdoy),
Str}'ku- Far North: 1;45, 3:45, S:4S, 1:45,

9:45.
TUJis Chain saw Massacr~ -

SUB Cinema: 3, 7,

9:30 (Saturd-ay and Sunday).
Under Fin- Par North: 3, 7:20.
Wtutmnts- Eastdale: 7:30 (Friday}: 1:30,7:30
(Saturday and Sutlday),
Th~ Waniors- M Plaza: Friday and Saturday
at midnlsht.
Wltards- M Pla:za; Frlday and Saturday at
midnight.
.
Young Friilikmsteln - Wyoming: Friday and
Saturday at midnight.
Ztllg -Wyoming: 2,4, 6,8 1 10.

Art Education Galirry (Mosley Hall-College of
Mexic-o An Teachers
Juried Exhibition" on dlsplny lhrough Nov. ll;
Contemporary Cr!lfls Exhibllion Sunday-Dec.
Education)- "New

16.
ASA

Gallery
(Student
Union
Building)- nrransitiort 1" MAIMFA show-fe~r
tall graduates on diSplay through No\', 11 1
shown f11 two paris, ''State Photo Reglonal 11 on
display Nov. l!I·Dec. 9. 'Reception Nov. 18 at 7
p·,m.
Jonson
Gallery {1909 Las
Lomas
N.E.),- ''Raymond Jonson Family Portraits"
on display in front eallcr)'. Also on display is an
e:.:hibit rrom Jonson's later years titled "Con•
tructlons,"
Teaching ·Galler)' (New Art Bulldin8)- Work
by MA.MFA candidates Ann Wulff and
Marsaret Stratton, Nov. 7·23,
Union Gallery(SUB)- Work by various ardsts,
lnduding water color by Dyanne Sttongbow and
mixed media b)' Deborah Chrislenser'l on display
thrc;mgO Nov, 18.
Universlly of New Mnlro Art Museum (Fine
Arts Center}- ''Recent Work by Department
or Art Faculty: Jatnes Jacob" on display in the
Opper Rear Oallecy through Nov.• 10:
"Arakawa: The Mechanism of Mt;anlng" on
display In the Lower Oatlery through Dec. 11:
"'Certain R~itles,t• recenl paintings: by eight
contemporary ariists working in New Me!'l:!co
alli:l Texas, on display in the Upper OaJJery
through Nov.l?; ''fSA Color•' on display ln_lhc
North 9allery 1hrougt Dec. 8.
Albuquerque United Artist (216 Central
S.W.)- "CIDse Company" a group exhibition
of Hl New Me,.ico attlst on display through Nov.

Garcia's impeccable artistry was
recognized hy Pujol in 1969 wnen,
out of the hundreds of professional
guilarists that have studied under
Pujol, he was appointed as his assistant in the master classes in Cervera
(Lerida), Spain.
Pujol died in 1979 and this summer Garcia will return to Spain to

continue the master classes. He is
now the only living direct descendant of the Tarrega school.
Garcia has concertized throughout the world, including the United
States, Europe and South America,
playing in such great halls as the
Chopin-Pieyel in Paris. A music critic predicted that he could very well
be the man to inherit from Andres
Segovia the title of "the world's
greatest guitarist."
This level of praise has followed

5:15,7:40,9:45. M Plaza: 1:30,3:30,5:30.7:30,
9:30.
A-mirlt~U~ Wertwolf In London - ·wyomins:
Friday and Saturday at mtdnighl.
T1i~ AiiJiiilt: Cal' - SUS Cinema: 1 1 9:30
(Friday).
Tht Bit Chill- Louisiana: I, 3:15, 5:30, 7.:4S,
10.
Black and Slut -- Louisiana: friday and
Saturday at midnight.
A QOc"wori Orant~- Doa Paric:ho 1•: 6:•5
[FrtdaJH 1:30, 6:•5 (SalurdayJ,
Dawn of thl Dl«<- M PlaZa: F.riday and
Sacurday at midnight.
'I'M Orad Zon~- Far North: lllO, S:iO, 9:10.
Winrock: 1:40,3:40,5:40, 7:40, 9;40.
IJadlyFora- Far North: 3:10,7.:10.
IJwll of th• CArttury- Loui.slua: 12:45, 3,
S:U, 7:30, 9:45. Cinema East: 7:i$, 9:30 (week··
days); 12:30, 2:45, $, 7:15 1 .9:30 (Saturday anci
Sunday},
Dr. Stnzntc{ovt - Don -Panclio's.: 5:1 S, 9:45
(Sunday); 9:45 (Monday and Tuesday)~
EdM.tlltlnt Rbo-·CoronadO; I, 3:10, 5:15,

7:35, 9:-40.
FIJt of 1'117)1 .._ Loui·s~ana: Friday and Saturday
it midnight.
RiUhd411tc- Louisiana: 1:15, '3:15, S:IS, 7115,

9:15.
Gr!lll Muppd Cdptr - Elistdale: 9:30 (f"rldaY):
3:30, 9:30(Saturdaya1ici Sunday)'.
Hlll'old tuJd Maud~- Louldana: FridDy tind
Saturday at·midttlght.
KtUy's Jlerots- SUB Cinema: 7, 9':jo
(WedneSday).
'tht KIUint- Don Pancho's: 7:30 (Wednesday
aftd ThUrsday),
L 1Eiollt D.u fl/o.,d- -Guild~ 7: I~~ 9: IS (wi:!ek·

diy:S); j:15, 5:1'$, 7:15, 9:15 (SattJrday o,nd
Sllnday).

Classic Thea1er Company at 8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday throtJsh Nov. J3.
Thf Colltcltd Works of Billy tht Kid will be
prc:sented by the theater ttrts department at 8
p.m, today and Saturday in the- Experimental
Theater.
tht OUCcl/tr of Blood will be presented by the
Albuquerque Little Theater at ·a p.m. Tuesday·
Friday, 6 p.m. Saturday ·and 2 p.m. Sunday
through Nov.J2. Tickets areS6.
Emba.uy Hostal,t wili be presented at the Vortex
at 8 p.m. Friday, -Saturday and Sunday,. through
Nov. -27. ticket informatiOn is available at247·
8600.
A J'ltwfrom th~ Bridl~. a bilinsilal play, will be

For Further Details 2n·5656
131 Marron Hall

!)resenled by La Compania de T~tro de
Albuquerque. af 8 p.m. Ftiday and Saturday artd
3 p.m. Sundays through .Dec. 4. 'Tickets are
S4;l0.
H~. Hd/

the

or Iii Llirrbo wilt bt pmwnt~(l bj

tlrni~r Qrts

depoitmtnt at 6 p.m. SUnday In

th~ ElqMrlmtntal T/ltDI~r.

Stilll'l oftht Lawrmcl Wftlt Show will pa:torm at
2:1S p.m. Sunday in Popejoy Hall. Tickets are
Sll,S14andS16 •.
nr. l1siJ Will be presented by the· UNM theater
artsde{W'tment at 8 p.m. Thursday, Nov, 18,29
Dec:, 1-3 in Rodey Theater.
HmiJII 1111d Grilli 'will be Jlrescrtted bt the
AlbuquerQue Opera Theater at tht KiMo Theriter
zt 8:1S p.m. Ftiday, 2~iS ·p.m. ~attlrday and
SulldayNov. l8•20.
ChDittJMinf Bf'Jt/ii l'trfomrilnH Will be BiVen
by the New Mexico Balle1 Compa_nYat8:15 p.m.
Nov, 19 at the Albuquerque Little Theater.
Tickets are SiO avallab1e at World Wide TICkets
and the Albuquerque Utt1e Theater.
Tw/fhlltht Ptopl~ wiil be· presented by the
theater ai'ts department at 6 p.m. Nov. 20 in the
E"perlmental Theater,
SylrltJ will be presented _by the Albuquerque
Ballet at7:30 p.m. Nov. 221n the KiMo Theater.
Tleket.!l areS4,SS and $8.

he said: It's not art, it's about art.
she said.· It's about time.
f
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died under Maestro Garcia. Garcia's
students can be found heading the
greatest conservatories of the world.
His students and all those who
know him regard him as a "loving

genius.''

Garcia will perform in a Keller
Hall Series concert on Saturday at
8:15 p.m. in UNM's Keller Hall.
Concert ticket information is available from the Fine Arts box office at
277-4402..

• - -~ ...! .. _.

.-· .-~~·-:··

Sl.lO, Sl.
UNM Ptrt111alnn Easemble wil~ perform in

Keller Hallat8:1S p.m. Monday.
Donna McRae will sing in Kelier Hall at 8:15
Tuesday, accompanied by Rita Anid and Darrel
Randai1.11Cket.s are$l.SO and 53.
Larry Coryell will be at the Club West In San1a
Fe Tuesday. Tickets are SS at Natural Sound and
Budaet Tapes and Records.
ldfreJ Woad will Jive a piano recital iiJ !Ccller
Hall_ at B:I.S p.rn. ThUrsday. Tfc:Jceu are SJ.SO
and$3,
Fooinotes will be at the SubWay Station Nov. i8.
Tickets are$3 and Sl.$0 at the doOr.
PH Wte Herm•• will be at the II': iva Auditorium
Nov.- 18, Tickets areS9.10.
Blot Oytier Cult/Ralnbow!DOUen will be' at
Tinsley Coliseum· Nov, 20. Tickets are$11.10 at
Giant outlets,
Ste¥e Smlib and Yli1l lllfonnallon will -be at
Graham Central Stadon 'Nov~ 20. Tickets are
$4,6() at Giant oUtlets.
UNM J.u. Bind Will perform ln Keller Hall at
S:is p.m. Nov. 20, Adm~ssiorl is tree.
Vern Gosdin will be at Oraham CentraJ Station
Nov. 22. TlckttS are$6.60 at O!antoliti~IS.
Noe...ib'wiU beat Otahim Cclitral Station NoV.
23, TickctSare$6,60atQiarit outlets.
Gms Roots will be at Orahani. Central Station
Nov. 27. Ttckeis arei3.60.
Lean RUurll will be at Graham Central Stallon
Nov. 28. Tickets arc $8,60 a1 Giant outlets,

Garcia throughout his career. One of owned a local guitar shop, was a
the greatest tributes to Garcia came short-lived one because he could
from the wor.ld-renowned Italian never resist giving his handmade
composer Mario Castelnuevo- guitars to young musicians.
Tedesco, who wrote two guitar comHis success as a concert artist is
positions in his name.
equalled by his success as a teacher.
Garciahas been very active as a The eminent guitarist and transcricitizen of New Mexico, From the ber Mario Abril received his educasmallest grade schools to the largest tion under Garcia's tutelage. And
churches, he is always available to the rising guitarist Manuel Barshare his great gift. Garcia's venture rueco, before entering the prestiinto the world of business, he once gious Peabody Conse(Vatory, stu-

More Than 150 Typefaces Available

Void Boys will be at 1he Subway Station at S
p.m. tOday. Tiekei.S are $3 and $3,:5'0 at t~e door.
Humble PJe will be at Oraham Central Station
Sunday. Tiekei.S are $4 :it Giani outlets.
Hrctor G~rda, classical guharist.- wilt_perrorm at
H:J S p.m. Saturday In Keller Hall, Tickei.S are 52,

A little harder to tind

f

!he Mechani:"n of Me~ning, the major theme used by Japanese
art1st Arakawa, IS summar1zeo through 36 drawings being exhibited at
the Uni~ersity of New Mexico Art Mueseum through Dec. l I.
Born m Japan m 1936, Arakawa has been a prominent figure in
conceptual and narrative art movements in the United States since the
early 1960s. "Arakawa: Drawings" features drawings completed by
the artist between 1961 and 1974.
"In The Mechanism ofMeaning," writes art critic Nicholas Calas
"Arakawa explores the rel~tionship between words and images. H~
to.uches our. mer.nory an~ our subconscious, uniting a 'sign' of a thing
With .the thmg Itself. H1s works are composed of words, lines and
markmgs that engage the viewer in a series of intricate interactions
which JX?i~t tO the .el.usiy~ nature of percep~ion and thought.''
. ln.addi!!O~ .to the~r md1v1duaiand .mherent Importance, the drawings
m th1s exh1b1110n have an addeds1gmficance. Arakawa kept them in his
own possesion as a r;ollection singled out for its connection to his
seminal work for The Mechanism of Meaning ..

Daily Lobo Display Advertising

Allee In WondttJand Will be presenied b;y •he
AU iht Right Movts- Coronado: 1;151 3:iS,

Drawings Use 'Signs'

Master-------------------------------------
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YOU AIN'T
HAD ONE v-El....,?
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
are open!

Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone
247-9591
also at
$3(J6 Cenlraf, SW

•7oo·Mu.aul Bivd, NE
1135 Cancielait.ilj NW

836-0iCI

29f.U66

345-8$61
121·7262
5500 Audma~. NE_
__
AI~ ilf RfO fUncho·

'j t i ; ;t I I ~ ~ '< \ l T \ 0. ' ' •
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Sports

Sports
Lobo Runners Looking For Upsets In Utah
lly Earl Jones and Peter S}lOk\IS
Coming off their best seasons in
recent UNM history, both cross
country teams will be putting it all on
the Iinc this Saturday at the District 7
Championships in Ogden, Utah.
The winne•·s of the District 7
Championship meets on Nov. 1.2
wiJI participate in the National Collegiate Athl.etic Association National Championships. The only team i11
the women's meet that will earn a
b.crth to the Nationals is the first

place finisher and Coach Cindy
Schrnandt said her Lobos, ranked
14th in the NCAA Poll, arc "ready
to race."

The Lobo men arc rated third in
the district behind nationally-ranked
Texas EI-Paso and Western Athletic
Conference power Brigham Young.
"As a team we should place no lower than third behind UTEP and
BYU. UTEP is definitely the favorite," said UNM head coach Del
Hessel.
''UTEP has won theW AC for the

.'

'•
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~,~ ~

Scolt

Ct~raway

Lobos Ibrahim Hussein and Ibrahim Kivina.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

!'oat, Free Detlvery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Umhld Delivery Aru
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
expires 11·14-83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00

past nine years, and won the national
title five times and been second once
in six years," said Hessel of the
accomplishments of the Miners,
"UTEP is only sending five runners
to the race and if one should n1ake a
mistake, then we have a shot,"
"I've never felt this good about
being prepared for a race," said
Schmandt, "1 think it's the only
time I've ever felt that everyone on
the tc.am was ready to race at the
same time. We have the potential to
finish with a 10-sccond spread between our top five runners, which
would be just short of incredible.''
Fifteen schools will show up for
the women's meet with around 105
runners and Schmandt said the
Lobos would be trying to outrace
"every opposing jersey, because
each one is important in a race where
the top four schools may be separated by no more than 10 points."
Brigham Young beat the Lobo
men on Oct. 15 in Utah at the predistrict race, which was run on the
same course the Championships will
be held. ''That rijce is not a true
indication of our team because Chip
Gallagher, one of our best runners,
fell down and wound up finishing
back in the pack,'' said Hessel.
Hessel feels the Lobo men do
have a chance at finishing second in
the race which would give UNM a
ticket to the NCAA Championships.
"We have a solid team and if we run
what we are capable of we can finish
second," said Hessel. "If we did
make it to the nationals we could
possibly finish in the top 15."
Schmandt said the women are
preparing for a ''nasty race which
may involve elbows and spike
marks'' and that they're ready to lay

I

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

their "reputation and pride on the
line.''

"It would be the biggest thrill of
my life to get my team past this meet
and into the top 10 at Nationals,"
Schmandt said,
Other runners for the men going
to the Wolf Creek Golf Course on
Saturday are Mark Steward, Greg
Keith, Richie Martinez, JcffTurcottc and Chip Gallagher. "In cross
country everyone has to have a good
race. a the right time,'' said Hessel.
"If we do and BYU or UTEP
doesn't then we should finish in the
top two."
The men have been training for
this race for more than a week and
Hessel feels they have made progress in that limited time. "We ran a
high tempo five mile race on last
Monday and one this Monday and
the runners have improved their
times in one week," Hessel said.
Steward improved by 12 seconds
and Turcotte by more than over one
minute, said Hessel. Kivina ran a
24:06 over five, which Hessel feels
can compete with any of UTEP or
BYU runners.

She is optimistic about UNM's
chances, saying, ''UTEP has eight
or nine good kids, but five of the top
seven runners haven'tcompeted in a
District Championship. I have four
runners that have done it twice."
Schmandt said Idaho "may be a
factor" in the race and that the only
way BYU could beat UNM would
be in a "talent for talent" situation.
The Lobo women upset BYU earlier
this season at its own invitational in
Utah.
The men's team will be counting
on its two All-Americans, Ibrahim
Hussein, a native of Kenya, and
Ibrahim Kivina, from Tanzania, to
make a run at BYU. If the Lobos do
not qualify as a team for the nationals, Hessel feels his top twa runners
will make it individually.
"I feel they could be in the top 10.
I also feel that Kivina can be in contention to win the title and Hussein to
finish in the top ~ight," said Hessel.
Joan Sterrett, the 1mmbcr one
finisher for the women in the last two
"We've had a couple of pretty
meets, will be on the course once
again and Schmandt said she's good workouts," said Schmandt,
"and tl]e girls have come off them
"ready to prove herself."
Schmandt said Kuthy Pfeifer is laughing because they thought they
"more than ready to race" and that were so easy. They have a refreshing
Carole Roybal and Kelly Cham- attitude and they're all saying 'let's
pagne arc expected to do "very get it over with and just do it.' "
well" as arc Kristi Rapp and Cynth- · "What it all boils down to is survival of the fittest," Schmandt said.
ia Valdez.

Early Season Fortunes May Depend on Exhibition
By Jim Wiesen

t
\

If the University of New Mexico
men's basketball team loses its game
tonight against the Converse AllStars, do they have to buy Converse
shoes?
Well - n o - but if they don't
win, shoes might not be the only
thing they can'tfind in the early part
of the season. That first victory
might be just as hard to find,
It seems a pessimistic view but
consider the .schedule. The. first
seven games could be the toughest
for the Lobo hoopsters this season.
After tonight's game, the Lobos
will have 2\4 weeks to prepare for
the Great Alaska Shootout. Their
first game in that tournament is
against Santa Clara (21-7 last season). If the Lobos win that one, they
would probably play defending
national champion North Carolina
State, if the Wolfpack gets past
Alaska-Anchorage.
After the Alaskan t<;>urnament, the
Lobos come home to play Cal StateLong Beach, a team they lost to last
season 98-95. Tl1en comes
Washington (16-15 last year) and
UCLA (23-6) .
The Lob as then play at New Mexico State ( 18-1 1). UNM has not won
a game in Las Cruces in the last five
years.
Where are the the patsies? The
teams the Lobos usually use to tuncup !heir offense and defense? One
would have to guess that Missouri
Baptist, Grand Canyon and Cal
Poly-Pomona were booked this season for that reason.

Last season the Lobos were able
to relax a bit with the first four games
coming against New Mexico Highlands, Southern Colorado, Southern
California and Arizona. The Lobos
won them all.
Maybe the Lobas could play
Albuquerq~e High School. The
Bulldogs and Lobos last played in
!917, and UNM has dominated the
series 11-3. Bulldog Coach Jim
Hulsman seemed willing to play.
"We've been waiting 67 years for
another shot at the Lobos," he said,
tongue firmly implanted in cheek.
Too late now, though. The Lobos
will have to wait until early January
to take a breather. They should be

$. 75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
expires 11-14-83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
282-1662
Now open tor lunch
Opan every day at 11:00

,

II

~,,

The University of New Mexico
volleyball team is being considered
for a bid to the NCAA Women's
Volleyball Championships. the
Lobos can help their chances for a
bid 'this weekend when they play
their last home matches of the
season.
The Lobos play Colorado State at
1:30 p.m. in University Arena and
Saturday against Wyoming at 8:00
p.m. in Johnson Gym.
The Lobos are 26-10 for the sea•
son and 3-4 in the High Country
Athletic Conference. Lobo Coach
Laurel Kessel said the Lobos could
win the matches if "the team keeps
their concentration and doesn't let
up.,,

I
I

Fall Formal
The Ballroom. Dance-·-- Club
---~:-

ASUNM POPULAR
ENTERTAINMENT
COMMinEE
presents

Scott Caraway

Lobo runner Joan Sterrett.

UNM Seeks Back-to-Back Wins
By Erie Maddy

the University of New Mexico football team continues its qticst for a .500
season Saturday night against Tcxas-El Paso. Kickoff is set for 7 p.m. at
University Stadium.
the
TheLobos,4-6, arc looking to win two straight gamos for the first time this
season. If UNM beats the 1·9 Miners and San Diego State in their season
finale, they will have posted consecutive non-losing seasons, their first since
1978 and 1979, when UNM went 7·5 and 6-6.
However, the '79 team officially went 0-12 because they used ineligible
players and forfeited those wins. The last "official" time the Lobos put
together back-to-back winning seasons was 1970 (7-3) and 1971 (6-3·2).
Speaking of ancient history, UtEP last beat the Lobos in the year that
Richard Nixon first became president and Neil Armstrong walked on the
moon - 1969.
Joe Lee Oufin's troops hope to keep that string going. the Lobos' first-year
Fri. Nov. 11
.head coach is worried about the Miners, though they ate just 1·9 this season.
Bprn
''They're one of the biggest teams that we play, physically speaking,"
said Dunn. "They're getting better each week they play. That's what scares
Subway Station
you."
$3.00 Students
"We're not playing as well as I think we tan right now and tJTEP probably
$3.50 General Admission
is,'' Dunn added. "I remember how tough it was for us to move the ball on
'ern last year and ( expect the Slrmc kind of game Saturday.',·
Saturday's game will be thC' 55th meeting between the two schools. with
~~=-i~iiiij~iiiii~iiijii~~.~.~.J!i!.~.~-ii!.~.~~~~~~·· UNM holding a 30-21-3 advmllage,
....... , .... , . . • . .... .

VOID

BOYS

November 11
8:00 to Midnight
Admission

team over last season.
in the world. What other team will
Senior Nelson Franse has already starL a front line of 6-foot-l 0
got his shooting touch, which took a (Leonard Allen), 6-foot·9 (Michael
while to develop last year after he Cage) and 6-foot-8 (John Martens)?
cameoffaninjury. Alan Dolensky is
But even if the Lobos don't win
the kind of player coaches love to the WAC, they will still have a
have, because he somehow manages chance for a bid to the NCAA
to get the job done, even if it isn't Tournament. New to the WAC this
pretty.
year is .a conference tournament, to
They may not win the Western be held March 5-10.
Athletic Conference, The WAC has
The Lobos have played their best
better teams this year than in pre- ball in the latter partofthe season the
vious years. UTEP is picked to win past two years. The Lobos won five
with Brigaham Young second. Utah of their last six WAC games in 1982
is always a contender, even though and.won two of their final four WAC
head coach Jerry Pimm and point games last spring.
guard Pace Manion are gone.
Maybe the WAC tournament is
San Diego State has all the talent just what the Lobos need.
<e 1983 Mllrer Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WI

V-Ball Squad
Needs Victories

$.75

able to improve their record against
U.S. International, Pan American,
Loyala Marymount and Western
New Mexico.
There is the possibility that the
Lobos could pull off some upsets in
the early season. Phil Smith is healthy. The Lobos only won three
games in 14 tries last season after he
was injured at Texas-El Paso.
If Tim Garrett improves his rebounding skills and George Scott
takes more shots, the Lobos could
turn some heads. An.d if a couple of
the freshmen, some of the best leapers on the team; emerge as capable
players on the collegiate level, the
Lobos could be a much improved

$2.50)
f.

i.. . ...
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Las N oticias

Food/Fun

PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 2479819.
tfn

GAY ANI> LESBIAN Student Union: D!s~•mion of
pros and cons of being openly gay at work. Sm~ll
group discussion$ followed by sociahzfng anc!
rcfre$hments. Ttlesday, November 1$, 7:30 p.m.,
SUD:UIA·C.
11/15
READY, KAPPA SIGMA? Fony·eight hours of
non-stop party starts tonight! First up? PU! on your
waltl.ing slloe_s and return with me to the days of King
Arthur as we dance th~ night &way! Tonight, at the
Camelot Dam Knights of the Round, our fair ladies
l!Wait! Tomorrow? Get out your binhday hats 'cause
It's time for Birthday llash Ill Celebrate with us two
years of pan sreatncss and two decades of greatness
to come! It all starts at the Tailgate. Where will it
end? Nowhere ebe but the UNM flail of Fame!
Kappa Sigma, 11et re&dy. Tllis weekend belongs to us!
A•E•K•D•D.
II/I l
SECOND ANNUAL BUDWEISER Lacrosse
Championships Saturday and Sunday on Johnson
Field beginning at II a.m. Party following lh~ games.
Lacrosse fastest game on two feet.
II/II
f'JNEST IN MUSIC live from Frisco: Crucifix With
Jerry's Kidz, Hell Cats. Tuesday, Nov.!~. 1327 4th
St. ~w. near bridge. Bethereorbesquare.
ll/11
GAY AND LESJJIAN Jnformation/Helpline,
CommonDond. Monday-Thursday 1·9 p.m. 266-

REALITY ESCAPE, "FLYING"; strangesci-fi love
aff!llt$, "The Eden Vent"; and Lit Dog Triad on
dreams/sexuality, "Dream Sequences", Zoca!o
Theat~r, Bemall!lo. November II, !2, 8 p.m. $3. 247·
3026, 26$·5318.
IIIII
WANT TO 1'1-AY D&D? Call Darrell at 298-1751
after6p.m.
11117
HUEVOS MAGNITICOS; TWO eggs w/frijoJes on a
flour tonl!la smot~ered wired chili, cheese and sour
cream. Only SJ, 99 at the Morning Glory Cafe, 2933
Monte VistaNE. Mon·Frl7:00·3:00. 268·7040. 11/15
ANNIVERSARY SAI.E AND party at Full Circle
Books, 2205 Silver SE. 10-5 Sat. Nov. J2. 1·5 Sun,
Nov. 13.
11/11
"FOOD/FUN" IS a place for announcemc11ts of
restaurants, parties, food sales an<l stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Housing

\Jill

804!.

THE MAGAZINE OF Conceptions Southwest is
having a meeting Friday, Nov. II, at3 p.m. in 136
Marron Hall. Everyone is welcome. Refreshments
wlli be served.
11/11
AHE YOU INTf:RESTED in a Jewish Student
Umon? Call Mark 842·9~36.
11/15
UNM SUMMEH SESSIONS in Spain and Mexico arc
available to UNM students nod AI'S teachers, June
and July 1984. Earn up to six hours In enchanting
surroundings. Information meeting November 14,
7.30 p.m. at the hllernationnl Center. 277-4032. I l/14
Tim 1.;\MI'LIGHn;ns !'LAY at Ballroom Dance
Club'> Fall Formal. l•riday night 8:00·12:00 SUB
nallw(•m.
11111
('ONCEl'TIONS SOl'TJIW.:'iT IS NOW taking
hwrature ~ubmh~ion~. Send them tu UNM Box 20,
l Tniv. of New Mexico 67131 or drop them off in 136
'\larmn Hall. Der1dline i~ fa>t approaching Include
SI\Sf: 1fyouwant 'em returned.
11/21
('IHI? Mf:F.TI!'IG1 l>vt:r'i"T? Advertile nt !.a~
'<t>tkld~ Only I 0 <COl\ per word per lssue for UNM
~.:!'"<lment• ~ml organmuiom.
tfn

Pel'sonals
IIAI'l'Y lOTII MAHMAIH'Kk:l Hey, how many
month,? Your bud, Harry.
I 111 l
lilt: sn:ws 'THANK Leisure Servkes for their
,uppon
1Jill
Jli'.I!E'S A MAN who livn a life of danger.
heryv.her" he goes he stays n 5tranger. Happy blnhday, f·ri•-.l.v.
IIIII
Sl'f)AN: .IE T' AIME BEAUCOllP! Scony.
I Ill l
KIJ) WO!'iDEI!: AI.L the arrowheads and pumpkinheadl ha,·e failed in their attempts to kill you.
Be~'< nrc of ('P and QT who arc leaders In the JM. The
P('l\ cannot afford to lose this battle and needs you
m good henhh. We will protect you ...Dr. Dan.
11111
81-.RTO, DON'T EVER forget what we have. I'll
al\ltaysloveyou. love, your Babe.
ll/11
ZE.'TA TAll ALPHA, Today's the day! Celebrate!
CT~IS.
11111
A BIG 'fiiANKS to everyone who worked on niy
•nmpa•gn - Marty Esquivel.
11/ll
JO~ Q.M.: HAS WON the Delbert Dumbbull of the
month award.
11111
TO Tilt: PF.HSON[SJ involved In the return of the
Red McGregor backpack. Many, many thank$.
Ri•hnrd.
11116
MAKt; CONTACT WITII that special someone or
friends and family. Place a personal message In the
cla§o;ifieds today. Deadline: J p.m. the day before
m~wion, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Services
EXPERT Tl'PING -TERM papers, theses,
resumes. Quality editing service available. Writer's
Resources- 345-2881 or 888·7225.
ll/11
QUALITY TYPING IN my home. 299-6191. 12/12
OVt.:RWEIGH'f? NEED OVERWEIGHT people for
an aU natural program (HERDALIFE). 255·9866,
265-9529.
11/23
24 liR TYPING Service, 294-0144 days, 298·51 JO
evenings.
1/25
VOLVO REPAIRS. RELIABLE, reasonable,
guaranteed. Mike 242-4826.
Ill J5
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, Term papers,
theses, dissertations, euiting. Resumes professionally
written. Reasonable rates. highest quality. 8~1-0313.
11/14
11JTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French - Mailers d~greed, experienced teacher-tutor.
266-4#17.
I l/14
QUICK, ACCUHATE TYPING: Research papers,
theses, di~~ertntions, chart~. graphs in my home. The
Other Office 884·6$64.
119
lti::NT A HUNK. Moving, ynrdwork. 821-3190.11/18
PROFF.'iSIONAL TYPING. MARGINS justified,
d10ice typestyles, reasonable. MJ\ry 881·1724 days,
26~·1088 evenings.
11111
PROFESSIONAl. TYPING Sllpage. 293-4892.
11/16
QUAI.ITY TYPING. MONTGOMERY·Sno Pedro
area. 90 cents/page. 881·6445.
11/30
BUUMIA 'fltEATMENT PROGRAM: Intensive
three·day workshop for overcoming bingevotlliting/purglng. November I I, 12. 13. Norma Jean
Wilkcs266-04S9,
11/1.1
TYI'ING,IBM SELt:CTHIC. 255·3337,
1116
A1TENTION CAR. OWNERS: Introductory offer,
Sl50 worth of car maintenance forS20. Good for one
year. Two blocks from UNM. Certified mechanics,
all parts and labor guaranteed. Call for information.
EdStone265-4939.
IJ/14
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resumes.299·8970. l 1121
TYPING, WOitD PHOCESSING 821-4126, 11/29
HOUSEHOLD WORD TYPING nod Editing Service. Ncar campus. 256·0916,
11/14
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Rindy296·6298.
1123
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. QuaJlly lessons, sales,
rentalsandrepnirs.l43 HarvardSE.26S-3315.
tfn
ACln.EX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dlsscr·
tations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181,
12/12
CO!'Io'TACTS·POLJSIUNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofWashington,
tfn
ACCURATE INt'ORMATION ABOUT con·
1raception1 sterilization, abonion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
W£ GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (regular S6S.OO), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mcnaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn

Guitar Eucharist
Sundays
12 Noon

German
and
French
Food
Dally
Special
s3,50

St Marks
On The Meso
Episcopal Church
431 !Uchmond PI NE

For Sale
SKI BINDINGS- LOOK N-77H with brakes. One
pair brand new, $15. One pair used, excellent con·
dition SSO. C;~ll268·4939 evenings after 5.
11/17
tm VW SCIRROCCO. Silver, good MPG, AM·
FM, AIC, trailer hitch, Call842-1580 evenings, I 1/16
ONE OWNER: 1970 Camero 307, VB. Real nice.
$2500. Call weekdays after 6 p.m. and weekends 293·
5485,
11111
GEMEINHARDT PICCOLO; SOLID silver head,
like new. $400. 265·7669.
11/15
YAMAHA ll5, GREEN. Needs col! and battery,
$250. Call Gael at292·0828.
11/15
1981 ENGINE IN 1976 Datsun B-210, 35,000 miles.
Dependable, economic, excellent condition. Also for
sale: woman's 10-speed Nishiki bicycle $90. Can see
both by appointment. Caii2S5-2329 evenings. I J/II
1979 KAWASAKI KZ750B Sissy Dar, Windjammer
V and custom seat, I 5K adult. Miles, excellent
condition. 881·1649 or 299-1326,
11/17
198l HARLEY SPOHTSTER. Immaculate. 294~560, 298-4097 Shane.
II/IS
1981 TO'\'OTA CELICA. For details, call Steve after
J1/18
7 p.m. at831·46S5 or at workl96-SSS3.
MOCCASINS AND SANDALS - custom made.
Hatldcraft~-d handbags, wallets, belts, etc. Pat!lfinder
Leather, 1820 Central SE. East of Jack in the Box.
Phone243·3362.
I 1114
ROSSIGNOL SKIS, 160 CM, tyrolia llindings.
Ladies'llanscri boots, si:e8.St2S.255·7408. 11/14
FOR SAI.R: '77 Dodge van, '76 Buick Skylark. '70
Triumph Bonneville, '74 Yamaha TX6. 266-1347.
11/Jl

Employment
DAILY LOBO IS seeking a part·time general
assignments news reporter. Must be a UNM student,
Some knowledge of journalism preferred. Call Wren
rrom l to 5 p.m. at 277-5656.
11/17
DIVISION OF GOVERNMEN1' Research may hire
one or two under grad students if we can find one that
knows computing, Must be available to work next
summer. .Pick up an application at 1920 Lomas,
Room 166.
11/JJ

t.omeror
Cenlral ~
Buena Vlsla

Now
accepting
applications
136 Marron Hall

Travel

Covered

WV'agon

·

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

Lost &Found
LOST; TAN BAG, statistics book, ~alcu]ntor,
glasses. Reward. 292·5894.
11/14
I.OST: RARE SPANISH Pit Dull. Al\swers to
"Tesoro." May need distemper shots. Return to 1914
Oold SE, Apt H3.
11/11
WST ON OCT, 14: An Australian Shepherd in
UNM area. Neutered male with docked tail. Overw~ight with a dark brown/black coat. Answers to
"Kwai·Chang," ''Fieesky" and "Peesky.'' I miss
him desperately, Call247-8027. Reward.
11/11
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

. SALE
8copies 8
SELF-SERVICE

Miscellaneous
CASH FOR GOOD use'd furniture, toys, baby
furniture. Call Kid Stuff842·6421, Yale-Stadium.
11/14
DEADHEAilS: HAVE YOU traveled with the Dead?
If so, l v.ould like to talk to you and maybe buy you a
beer. Call Scott at 277·5656 after 8 p.m.
Jl/15
nu: HIZ GALLERY. Affordable, contemporary
art. 121 Yale SE. Open Tuesdays and Thursdays or by
appointment. 243·0373.
.II/ 14
CLASSIFIEDS G.:l. HESULTS, Place your ad
today.J31 Marron Hall.
tfn

2312 CENTRAL S.E.
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!
i
!•

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE

!

•••
••
••
•

30-day labor warranty.
. Cash paid for saleable used
Items--working or not

:
:
:

Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
Turntables, Tape Recorders,
Speakers, Equalizers

••

:
:
:

!

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.

:

:

•

••
•

••
•

!
!

: 1616 Eubank Dlvd. NE
298-7566
)OF tcoa rcz
•
9am-6pm Mon.-Sat.
•••
3 Dlocks North of Constitution
Cl i)COUn~C!f.) :••...........................•...................
1nc.

THE LOWEST
PRICES
IN
NEW MEXICO
ON

SOFTWARE

•••••••••
IDM
APPLE

COMMODORE

ATARI
ETC.
3230 San Mateo
881-6.$17

IN
SEARCH
OF AN
ART STAFF

.. l ...

UOUS(j;MATE WANTED. 'CWO miles from
campus. $!50 rnonth, ~ utilities. Caii26S-0212.
ll/15
THE. CITADEl.: SUPERB location near UNM and
qowntown. Bus ~ervice every 30 minutes. I \leQroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. l 520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
t'OR RENT; EFFICIENCY apaf!ment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished.security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets, Please call before 6;00 In the
evening, 266·8392.
tfn

PART-TIME JOB ~fternoons und ev~ulngs. Mu~t be
21 years old, Mus! be ~ble to work Fr·idny und
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phune ~ni.ls
please. Saveway Liquor Store ut5516 Mcru\111 Nf! nnd
5704 Lomas NE.
12/12
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMfo:R/yenr
ro1111d,
Europe S. America, Austm!ln, Asia. All fields, $500.
$1200 ~onthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write JJC,
Box 52·NMJ ,.Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
ll/21

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Ballet bird
5 School subj.
9 Challenger
14 Flooring, for
short
15 Girl's name
161nspirit
17 State
18Spirit
19 Twine fiber
20 Marquees
22 Some lamps
24 O.T. book
26 Disdain
27Cry
29 Unbar: Poet.
30 Period
33 Radar setups
37 Aria
38 Stupid
39 Decide
40 Plunder
41 Hop drier
42 Game fish
44 Mast chain
45- Grande
46 Unplentlful
47 Dunces
49Turmoil
53 Bridge feat:

2words
57 Girl in a song
58 Angered
59 Edenite
61 This: Sp.
62 Rubbish
63 Get rid of
64 Play the lead
65 Fence part
66 Allot
67 Puts out to
dry
DOWN
1 Schedule
2 Spouses
31n re
4 Pacific5 TV hosts
6 Quite a few:
2 words
7 Journeys
8 Aircraft
9 Craving
·10 Arrange
11 Skin problem
12 State: Fr.
13 Electric units
21 Caraway 23 Truncates
25 Soak
28 Basis of life

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

30 Dickens
character
31 Smelly
32 The best
33 U.K. native
34 Beseech
35 Repose
36 Primate
37 Hardest
40 Tatter
42 U.S. admiral
43 Justice

45 Problem
47- thief
48 Fur
50 Soupcon
51 Inward
52 Nurtures
53- point
54 Fissure
55 Code for "A"
56 Protein
food
60 lixivium

